Merry is the word
A festive extract from Christmas lore and legend by Llewelyn Powys
The word

that we may best take as appropriate to what
our mood should be on Christmas Day is the word 'merry'. This
word is derived from the old Saxon word myrge which is closely
connected with myrgdh, their word for mirth, both of which
are ultimately descended from a queer old word of the German
forests - murgjo. On this day of all days of the year we do not
wish our friends health and wealth, but say as we
pass them in the village street 'Merry Christmas',
and it was this that the carol singers used to call
out at the termination of their midnight singing
in the snow.
This salutation is not without significance.
It means that, side by side with the legendary
pieties that we associate with the season
through Christian teaching, we even yet have
a racial remembrance of the old unregenerate
rejoicing that used to take place from the
earliest times at the winter solstice.
Of all the church festivals Christmas is
the one most easy to be understood by
the ordinary laymen. The birth of a child,
and a mother's love for the child she has
brought forth, are matters that evoke
tender feelings in every human heart,
so that it comes to pass that no other
day of ecclesiastical celebration - not
Whitsuntide nor Easter - has over us the
same strong power. It is a day that appeals to the
irreligious as well as to the religious, gathering all together in a
spirit of benevolence and gaiety. In manor house and in cottage,
in vicarage and in manse, in little corner newspaper shops and
in ivy covered dairy houses, old ties of human association are
revived and the memories of old days brought back to mind. It
is a time when we all of us do our best to put into practice the
supreme Christian virtue of charity, unstrapping our wallets and
loosening our purse strings and trying as best we may to be for
at least one day in the year generous to the point of prodigality.
It is a day of feasting and good cheer. Nothing comes amiss
to the table - a leg of prime Portland mutton, a plump turkey
hen, a larded goose, a cock pheasant brown as a chestnut, a
guinea fowl, or a well-basted capon plentifully covered with
white meat! From one end of Dorset to the other the trenchers
are piled high with victuals and families are once again happily
united from Poole to Lyme Regis and from Gillingham to the
Chesil Beach. To a firmly-built stone house on the windy island
of Portland a young sailor fresh home from the sea hurries
through the stone porch so that he may throw his arms about
his mother's neck. In a lonely cottage above the Hellstone at
Portesham a farm labourer on Christmas Eve removes from under
the bed the presents his whispering wife has bought for their
children, and noiselessly she enters the white-washed room
to fill three pairs of stockings. In hundreds of bedrooms in
Dorchester and in Weymouth parcels will be unwrapped of their
coloured tissue paper, the light switched on or a candle lit long

before the winter's dawn has waked the jays in the tree tops
of the Came Woods or the sea has shown wan in the charmed
waters of Weymouth Bay.
It is doubtful whether any country in the world provides
a more fitting background for the story of the Nativity than
do the Dorset Downs. The imaginations of men have brooded
upon the Christian legends until the most wonderful store
of prime poetry is clustered about them,
a poetry that has to do with the
simplest sights to be seen on earth.
If Christmas Eve is frosty it will be a
wise thing for a young boy or young
girl to go up to the Ridgeway or to
the wild hills behind White Nose, or
to the sheep runs on Batcombe Downs,
and there to walk silent and alone under
the stars so silent and so awe-inspiring,
till all that is petty or frivolous in their
experience falls away and they learn
to possess their souls in the palpable
presence of the infinite cosmos.
Then, perhaps, as never before, the
matchless beauty of the old tales will
be comprehended - so touching in their
revelations of man's yearnings. After such an
experience the chalk hills will forever become
associated with the Nativity traditions and
Dorset ewes, and Dorset hurdles, and Dorset
crooks, and the red holly berries in the hedges
of Dorset will start the mind upon envisaging the cold hillsides
of the Biblical story.
It is strange how successive generations learn about
Christmas. On the laps of our mothers we hear of it and
throughout our lives its romance gladdens and restores us. All
that we Europeans know of generosity and jollity concentrates
about this day. It was at this time of the year that the Druids
cut down the mistletoe with golden sickles, taking the presence
of this parasite on the sacred oaks as an omen favourable to
marriage rites, an ancient superstition that preserves for us to
this day gay, blithe privileges behind the parlour door!
The illumination of our Christmas trees is also reputed to be a
survival, in a harmless modified form, of a fire worshipping rite,
as also are the Yule logs - the largest of all our wood pile - that
we put aside for burning on our fires at Christmas.
Century follows century, but Christmas with its myrgdh and
goodwill is never forgotten. It is the most worshipful day of the
year, binding us all together, royalist and communist, rich and
poor, wise and foolish - for are we not everyone of us carnal
sprites on the planet earth travelling through the limitless astral
universe profund and mysterious?
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